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At the same time conservatives have all the money.
Just look at what happened when the Goya CEO came out as pro-Trump. They had record
sales.
Consistently you will find that companies that come out pro-Trump or pro-conservative smash
their record sales because conservatives are desperate to stop spending their money on
companies who HATE THEM.
I believe many corporations were told things by marketing like "58% of consumers want this
woke message" but they didn't think past the fact the remaining 42% have 80% of the money to
spend. Slowly but surely I believe this reality is starting to dawn on corporations that maybe the
supporting the woke non-sense wasnt exactly good for business.
Like dominos it will fall until eventually we're back to having a real choice again.
Starting with a company like Blackrock is a good start.
Another good tip is start looking into company's ESG scores - the ESG scores are the WEFs
way of scoring companies based on their Environmental, Societal, and Government impacts.
Disney had a perfect ESG score.
If we, as conservatives, agreed to only do business with the bottom 25% or bottom 50% of the
ESG scores we could still turn this thing around.
They still need our capital to make this all work. We can still get screwy with our money to
change things around. We've lost all other recourses as the elections are now rigged. Now is
the time to attack with capital.
In the end it won't matter if it's bad to oppose it. You'll have to if you want to regain any sanity to
the nation you live in.
It's time for Patriots to stand up with their money.
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